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Summary

Input data

The impact of assimilating satellite sea surface salinity (SSS) data is investigated using
the global FOAM ocean forecasting system. This system assimilates daily satellite SSS
products from SMOS, Aquarius and SMAP equatorward of 40°N/S, as well as the other
standard observing systems used operationally, using a 3DVar scheme with a one-day
time window and with a bias correction scheme for satellite SSS data.
The SSS assimilation is tested and assessed over a period of 2 years and 3 months,
covering the 2015/16 El Niño event with the assessment focussed on the tropical
regions, particularly in the Pacific. The main results are:
•
Consistent small reductions in RMS errors are found in all tropical regions from
each of the satellite SSS datasets, with the largest improvements of up to about
8% found in the tropical Pacific from assimilating both the SMOS and SMAP
datasets together.
•
The largest impact is in the region of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)
in the central Pacific during 2015 and early 2016 with the SSS assimilation
reducing the surface salinity there on average, correcting for too little precipitation.
•
The change to the SSS in the ITCZ leads to changes in the meridional gradients of
SSS which improve the SSH and the surface currents.

Methods
Model: NEMO3.6/CICE; 1/4° resolution with 75 levels; GO6 configuration with nonlinear free surface. No SSS relaxation in these experiments.

Variable Platform
SSS
SMOS (LOCEAN), 25km L3, daily
Aquarius (JPL) V4.0, 1°, L3 (until 7th June 2015), daily
SMAP (JPL) V4.0, 25km, L2 (from 1st April 2015
onwards)
SST
Ships, drifting buoys, moored buoys
NOAA AVHRR
MetOp AVHRR
T profile Argo, CTDs, moored buoys, XBTs, marine mammals
S profile Argo, CTDs, moored buoys
SLA
Jason-2, Cryosat-2, Altika
SIC
SSMI/S

Average number of Argo salinity profiles per 10 days with
a value shallower than 10m depth in 3°x3° bins for 2014
(left) and 2015 (right) in the tropical Pacific.

Observations of SSS (psu), after preprocessing and quality control, on 15th
April 2015 from the SMOS (top), Aquarius
(middle) and SMAP (bottom) satellites.

Pre-processing and quality control of satellite SSS data:
• For SMOS, remove data >300km from centre of swath.
• Only keep obs with error estimate (provided with the data) < 1.0 psu.
• Remove other bad data based on information from data producers.
• Remove data > 40°N/S.
• Statistical background QC check against 1-day model forecast.

Results – impact on model fields

Data Assimilation: NEMOVAR; 3DVar-FGAT with a one-day time window; averaging
observation operator is used to account for large footprints of SSS data.

• Focus on impact on smos experiment (it was performed for the whole period).
• Main changes in mean SSS focussed between 5-10°N, east of 150°W.
• Wider-scale small reduction in SSS from SMOS assimilation.

SSS bias correction: uses a combination of model-satellite differences with information
from differences in collocated near-surface Argo and satellite data to produce spatially
varying, daily updates to the bias for each satellite (separate ascending/descending
biases estimated for SMOS and Aquarius).
Experimental set-up:
Experiment name
control
smos
aquarius
smap
smosaquarius
smossmap

Data assimilated
Standard data (SST,SLA,SIC,T/S profiles)
Standard data and SMOS
Standard data and Aquarius
Standard data and SMAP
Standard data, SMOS and Aquarius
Standard data, SMOS and SMAP

Time period
1st Jan 2014 – 31st Mar 2016
1st Jan 2014 – 31st Mar 2016
1st Jan 2014 – 7th Jun 2015
2nd Apr 2015 – 31st Mar 2016
1st Jan 2014 – 7th Jun 2015
2nd Apr 2015 – 31st Mar 2016

Annual average SSS (psu) for 2014 (left) and 2015 (right) from the
control experiment (top row); smos experiment (second row);
difference between them [control – smos] (bottom row).

Hovmuller (longitude/time) diagrams for SSS (psu) at 5°N
in the Pacific from the control (left) and the difference
between [control – smos] (right).

Results – comparisons to observations

Time-series of salinity one-day forecast errors compared with all available in situ measurements in the top 10m depth in the tropical
Pacific (left), tropical Atlantic (middle) and Indian Ocean (right). The plots show the % difference in RMSD for the SSS assimilation
experiments compared to the control (positive difference implies a reduction in RMSD by the SSS assimilation). A 90-day centred
running mean is applied.

• SSS improvements compared to Argo nearsurface salinity (compared before assimilation)
• Largest consistent improvements in the
tropical Pacific, particularly with SMOS &
SMAP.
• Changes propagate down to about 30m depth
(not shown)

• During Dec 2015 -> Feb 2016,
improvements in SSS, SST and SSH
innovations from SMOS assimilation.
• Particularly in central Pacific N. of the
equator.
• Some degradations in E. Pacific.

• Change in mean horizontal SSS
gradients focussed in region between
5-10°N, east of 150°W.
• Meridional gradient is particularly
reduced in the smos experiments
compared to the control.

• More coherent zonal flow of North
Equatorial Counter Current in smos
experiment.
• Zonal currents agree better in smos
than control, except for near Central
American coast.

Horizontal SSS gradients (psu/km) averaged over the year 2015 from
control (top left) and smos (top right) and their difference [control – smos]
(middle). The bottom two plots show the differences in the absolute
magnitude of the gradients in the W/E and N/S directions on the left and
right respectively.

Annual mean eastward velocities (m/s) for 2015 for the control (top left)
and smos (top right) experiments. Observation-based surface velocity
estimates from GlobCurrent (bottom left) and OSCAR (bottom right) are
also shown.

• SST changed in ITCZ region – little
infrared SST data there.
• MLD generally reduced by the SSS
assimilation.
• SSH affected only in ITCZ region.

RMS observation-minus-background differences for the control experiment (top) and the difference in RMSD [control-smos] (bottom)
for the period 1st Dec 2015 to 28th Feb 2016. Left: salinity (psu) Argo measurements in the top 10m in 5°x5° boxes; middle:
temperature (°C) Argo measurements in the top 10m in 5°x5° boxes; right: altimeter SLA measurements in 2°x2° boxes.
Differences between control and smos experiments for SST (°C; left), MLD (m; middle) and SSH (m; right) averaged for 2015.
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